In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.

JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST / 2023
Sports and Culture and
Leisure Activities

24h/7d of supervision
and dedication

20h/week Spanish Classes

Native and High
Qualified Teachers

Alicante | Sport Camp | Summer Camps

Full Board
Accommodation

We create tons of great memories
and amazing stories which last for
a lifetime.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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Native
+50
Countries Teachers
Every Summer we
have students coming
from more than
50 countries

Spanish Teacher

Alicante

...in one of our
3 International Camps.

Sports
Culture
and
Leisure

24/7
Supervision
and
dedication.

12/18
years
June, July
and August
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5 Reasons to
study spanish at
ISC

+ 10 years

organizing
summer
camps.

Bienvenidos a ISC Spain

Effective
methodology

Teachers incorporate
new and effective
strategies.

+7.000

Participants have
attended
our spanish
summer camps

Como director de ISC es un placer para mí
haberles presentado nuestro catálogo.
“El objetivo de nuestros cursos es
ofrecer un servicio de calidad y una
atención personalizada y conseguir que
el alumno logre una total inmersión en
la cultura y lengua española.”
Para ello, garantizamos grupos pequeños
en las aulas, materiales didácticos
modernos y un profesorado nativo y
titulado en el campo de la enseñanza de
español como lengua extranjera.

Agradeciendo el interés mostrado en nuestra compañía, estamos a su

for our School Trips

Fullboard
accommodation

With over 15 million students worldwide, Spanish
is the second most spoken language in the world.
ISC believes in the potential of Spanish as part
of the professional development of our young
students.

Alicante, a medium-sized city with over 300
sunny days a year, is the perfect location to allow
our students to enjoy all of our activities.
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No dude en ponerse en contacto con nosotros en info@iscspain.com
¡Esperamos verle este verano en nuestra escuela!

Our partners are carefully selected giving
priority to their professionalism and service
excellence.
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The customisation of our programmes allows
everyone to design the most enjoyable and
productive courses for them.

Nuestros centros, tanto docentes como deportivos, son puntos de
encuentro donde los estudiantes intercambian experiencias, desarrollan
juntos su aprendizaje y disfrutan de una experiencia inolvidable.
En ISC estamos a disposición del alumno para que progrese, tanto en el
aprendizaje del español como en el ámbito deportivo y cultural.

4
Destinations
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As ISC programs are all-inclusive, students only
need to worry about learning and enjoying. Our
team will take care of everything else.

Un cordial saludo,
D. Jorge Sánchez
ISC Managing director

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.

Supervision
24/7
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What is ISC?

Academic

Culture

Learn and perfect the
Spanish language
with native teachers.

Explore our diverse
culture by visiting up
to 3 spanish cities.

‘There are 4
basic pillars
at ISC Spain’

Sports

Students enjoy their stay
while participating in
their favourite sport.

Leisure

Experience the numerous
activities that ISC and
Alicante have on offer.

These four pillars characterize ISC’s programs, which have been developed and adapted

the world aged between 12 and 18.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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ISC is home to incredibly friendly staff
who are guaranteed to make your camp
experience a positive one.

Which program
can I choose?
•
•
•
•

Are you aged between 12 and 18?
Do you want to improve you Spanish?
Do you like the spanish culture?
What’s your favorite sport?

ISC Spain offers a chance to come to
Alicante, meet students from all over the
world and enjoy a unique experience.

Summer Camps

Sport Camp

School Trips

ISC’s International Summer Camps is all about
sun, sport, friendships, culture and great times
all resolved around our main focus - Spanish and
Sports.

For sport lovers we have created our ISC Sports
Camp that allows our students to enjoy the
Mediterranean Sea and the summer with 2 hours
of Water sports in the morning and combine it
with their favorite sport in the afternoon. The best
time for our adventurers to develop and discover
their athletic skills is in summer.

Our school trips take place throughout the year
to destinations such as Alicante, Madrid and
Barcelona, and are available to all ages. ISC recruits
various international Sport Academies
every year.

Spanish is an enjoyable latin language that
is becoming increasingly popular and useful
worldwide. There are already 540 millions people
who speak spanish.
ISC’s goals are promote and spread the spanish
language and culture by organizing educational,
sports, cultural, and leisure activities in the city of
Alicante, Madrid, Valencia and Benidorm.
promise
anwe
unforgettable
summer
time
InWe
ISC
camp
make your
laugh
a with
a
complete
program
of
language
tuition
and
little louder, your smile a little brighter
sports tourism.
and your summer time a little better.

ISC Sports Camps are the only residential camps in
and attentive staff, we ensure an experience you
will never forget.
Our camp takes place in an intercultural and
international
environment,
which
favours
to propose ideas or give opinions, among many
other things, while acquiring skills that will be the
basis of their future.

This experience is an important personal growth
and development for our students. Return to
international and lasting friendships, and with
the certainty of having lived one of the most
important and successful experiences of your life.
Our students are able to visit the 4 most popular
tourist destinations in Spain.
· Alicante
· Madrid
· Barcelona
· Valencia

Our students have the opportunity to choose
from a wide variety of sports to practice during
their stay. Water sports, football, basketball, tennis,
golf, volleyball and handball are some of them.
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Nice clima, Mediterranean beaches and
good spanish vibes makes Alicante one of
the most popular destinations in Europe.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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Alicante
Summer Camp

Spanish + Leisure
Would you like to spend an unforgettable holiday in Spain? This
looking for fun, are interested in learning the Spanish language
and want to discover a fascinating culture rather than spending
• Learn all about Spanish culture and traditions.
• Enjoy excursions to places along the Mediterranean coast.
• 20 hours a week of Spanish.
• 12 hours a week of leisure activities.

Spanish + Water Sports
Do you like water? Diving in with ISC will be the coolest
experience of the summer. If you are unsure about which
sport you’d enjoy the most and you would like to try all of them!
Windsurfing, sailing, kayaking, surfing among many other
aquatic activities will give you the perfect opportunity to
enjoy a variety of water sports in Alicante! Get ready to hit
the water!.

• 20 hours per week of Spanish.
• 2 hours per day of watersports.

Alicante, the capital of the Costa Blanca, is a
medium sized city on the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea. Its excellent location and
climatic conditions, with over 300 days of
sunshine a year and average temperature around
18ºC make Alicante and its surrounding an ideal
place to visit and enjoy throughout the year.
Alicante is sea, sport, culture and more... its
extensive beaches and modern sports and
educational facilities make it perfect fot training,
practicing
sports
and
enjoying
typical
Mediterranean culture and customs.

Spanish + Football
Is football your prefered sport? Spanish + Football is a program
which has been designed for students studying Spanish who
want to learn how to be a World Champion Cup football player.
Enjoy and spend your football time playing with people of your
age in Alicante.
• Beginner, intermediate and competition levels.
• 20 hours per week of Spanish.
• 2 hours per day of football.

Program includes
· Full board at the University Residence (VU)
· 20 hours for week of Spanish lessons
· 12 hours for week of chosen sport
· Weekend visit (Madrid or Barcelona)
· 2 days excursions Valencia and Terra Mítica
· Cultural and leisure activities in Alicante
· Local transportation provided
· 24 hours ISC staff attention
· Medical attention insurance provided
· Transfers from/to airports (from 8:30 to 22:00)
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Spanish + Golf
In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.

Is golf you favorite sport? Do you want to try a new sport
or your goal is to increase your current handicap? Golf
Experience enables you to spend sunny afternoon practicing
your favorite sport. Show us your best swing!
Alicante Golf Resorts and Plantio Golf are available for
students.
• Lower your handicap. Beginner, medium & competition
levels.
• 20 hours per week of Spanish.
• 2 hours a day of golf each week.
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Spanish + MultiSports
Do you like practicing different sport such as football, volleyball,
basketball etc... under the Alicante sun? Whether you already
know how to play or just want to try a new sport, there are plenty
of sports options for you while learning the language and
enjoying a lot of sports.
• 20 hours a week of Spanish.
• 2 hours per day of different sports.
• Choose every day between football, basketball, handball and
volleyball.

Spanish + Tennis
Do you play tennis? Spanish - Tennis is designed for those
students who want to improve their tennis and make new
friends in the process. The tennis court is waiting for you! Have
a blast playing this game with the Tennis Experience.
• Beginner, intermediate and competition levels.
• 20 hours per week of Spanish.
• 2 hours per day of Tennis.

Spanish + Basketball

Spanish + Volleyball

If basketball is your favorite sport with Spanish Basketball you can improve your skill while you
enjoy the summer in Alicante, meeting new
friends and learning the language and culture
of Spain.

Do you want to play volleyball under the Alicante
sun? Spanish - Volleyball lets you practice a different
sport whilst meeting students studying English
from all around the world. An experience which you
will never forget!

• Beginner, intermediate and competition levels.
• 20 hours per week of Spanish.
• 2 hours per day of basketball.

• Beginner, intermediate and competition levels.
• 20 hours per week of Spanish.
• 2 hours per day of Volley.

Spanish + Sailing & Windsurf
Do you like the sea? Spanish - Sailing is a program designed for
students of Spanish are crazy about sailing. Whether you know
or want to browse try a new sport, The Sailing Experience allows
you to enjoy a refreshing your summer!

In ISC camp we make your laugh a

• Beginner , intermediate and competition levels.
little
your smile a little brighter
• 20 hours per
weeklouder,
of Spanish.
• 2 hours perand
day ofyour
Sailing
&
Windsurfing.
summer time a little better.
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Spanish + Personalized
The Personalized Package is a program designed for those
students who want to practice different sport during their time
in Alicante. Either how to play or want to try a new sport, the
Personalized Package lets you enjoy and choose your favourite
sports.
• Create your own customised package
• 20 hours a week of Spanish
• 2 hours per day of sport
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In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
There is no better place to make new friends
and reunite with old ones.
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‘The best
professional’s

Sport
Camp

classes will allow you
to become one of them’

‘The best sport
camp to improve
your sport skills’
Do you like sports?
ISC Sports Camp is what you are looking for to
spend your summer holidays.
Our camper takes place in an intercultural
and international environment, which favours
to propose ideas or give opinions, among many
other things, while acquiring skills that will be
the basis of their future. We also organize sport
championships with local teams.
Practice sports is a great way to take a break from
academics obligations and release the energy.

Spain is one of the most popular destinations of
sports tourism. Our country and specially Alicante
city offer an amazing weather condition during
the summer and high quality sports facilities so
our students are able to enjoy a lot.
Our students have the opportunity to choose
from a wide variety of sports to practice during
their stay. Water sports, football, basketball, tennis,
golf, volleyball and handball are some of them.

Program includes
· Full board at the University Residence
· 30 hours for week of chosen sport

‘Practice
sports
as much
as you
can’
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· Weekend visit (Madrid or Barcelona)

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
· 2 days excursions Valencia and Terra Mítica
little louder, your smile a little brighter
· Cultural and leisure activities in Alicante
and your
summer time a little better.
· Local transportation provided
· 24 hours ISC staff attention

Sports
· Tennis Camp

· Handball Camp

· Golf Camp

· Watersport Camp

· Football Camp

· Multisport Camp

· Basketball Camp

· Athletic Activities

· Sailing Camp

· Windsurf Camp

· Medical attention insurance provided
· Tranfers from/to airports (from 8:30 to 22:00)
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We escape to live the adventure at one
of the biggest theme parks in Spain.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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School
trips

SPAIN is full of interesting things to discover
Our school trips take place in Alicante, Madrid and Barcelona during the
year. Children of all ages can participate in our school’s programms.
ISC also offer sport school trips to sporting academies from all over the
world. We promise you a high quality of training in all our sports, by
professionals.

and more) are few of thems.

Alicante

Madrid

Barcelona

Valencia

Do you want to explore Alicante?

Have you ever been to Madrid?

Would you like to visit Barcelona?

Would you like to visit Valencia?

We offer an amazing plan to know and visit every
special spot of this popular city. Barcelona is one of
this kind of city with an amazing mix between perfect
size and quality life. Sun, beaches, food, architecture,
and innumerable things that going to give to the best
seasons to visit Barcelona in Spain. Not only is it the
home of one of the world’s most famous football teams,
Camp Nou is also the largest stadium in Europe with
a capacity of just under 100,000. Sagrada Familia, La
Pedrera, Park Güell are some of the monuments that
our students will visit.

Valencia is the third largest city in Spain and offers
tourism for all tastes. The city brings together historical
and modern culture. In the old town (El Carmen) you
will find a Gothic cathedral. Valencia is famous for the
City of Arts and Sciences and the Oceanografic
aquarium and interactive museum. We can also visit
several beaches, including some within the nearby
Albufera Park. What about taste an authentic
Valencian-style paella?

This city is one of de most popular destination in Spain.
Also has made its name as one Spain’s most popular
spots for sun-seeking holidaymakers. The city is small,
compact and dynamic and, no matter where you are,
you are never far from one of its great beaches. Exploring
Mediterranean culture, do water sports, have lunch in
the warm Mediterranean sun and a tasty tapas feast
as the sun goes down are the must-do’s in Alicante.
Art and history lovers will delight in the city’s excellent
selection of well-curated museums that encourage
you to delve into anything from ancient archeology to
contemporary art.
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Madrid is a city that’s predominantly sunny. You can see
the sun a lot more than the rain, which makes Madrid
a great place to visit and sightsee! Visit Madrid is a
journey
in which
theyour
students
will know
Inenjoyable
ISC camp
we
make
laugh
a and
visit museums, monuments and central tourist areas of
little
louder,
your the
smile
a little
the city,
always under
guidance
and brighter
control of our
monitors
guides. Santiago
stadium is in
and
yourand
summer
timeBernabeu
a little better.
our planning. Also for shopping lovers, Madrid is very
fashionable and trendy. We also like to visit the Retiro
Park which is the main park of the city where everyone
goes for a picnic on the hot summer days. It’s a lovely
park to walk around in.
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In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
We focus on our students. Improving their social
skills and building
.
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Diet

Arrivals and
departures

ISC Mediterranean diet is being considered
one of the most healthy and balanced diets
available. Students have 2 different options
dish. We adapt our cuisine to our students
needs: vegetarian, celiac, Muslim....

Arrivals

In the Mediterranean the food offers a distinct
taste because of its rich and natural ingredients

Transfer from/to the Alicante airport are included
in the time range of 8:30 - 22:00.
Our monitors will be waiting for you at the arrivals hall
with your name written on a board.
They make trips to and from the airport to pick up the
students in our private vans and buses every 30min.
See you at the arrivals hall.

Departures
The last day of the camp and after our ‘farewell party’
our monitors will drop you to the airport.
ISC campus is located very near to Alicante-Elche
airport. (10-15mins by ISC private van)
Our monitors will drive you to the airport and accompany
departure gate.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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One of the, if not the best week of my summer for sure. Awesome to
meet new friends and make fun memories from activities arranged by
the camp to memories we made by ourselves. Thank you ISC hope to
see you again soon.

My experience in Alicante with ISC was amazing! I have to say that
before going in Alicante I was scared that I would have passed all
the holiday alone without making any friends,but thanks to all the
sport activities,Spanish classes and the member of the staff that are
super friendly and kind with you from the moment you walk in the
campus,after one day I already knew almost everyone there and I
passed 2 weeks surrounded by amazing people doing sport,going to the
beach,going to the city centre...all while learning Spanish! I had so much
fun and I’ll never forget the two weeks spent in Alicante with ISC.

Laurens 17, Malta

Emma 14, Italy

Its was really fun especially meeting new people and i made really
good memories with Isc community. Everyone is super friendly and i
hope isc opens this year again.
Anika 12, Singapore

Been to this camp for two years in a row and honestly best times of
my life! Spanish lessons are great, and actually enjoyable. The sport
camp I’ve ever been to where all the monitors are friendly and you can
actually get to know them as friends. 100% would recommend ISC
to anyone.
Pierre 16, London
ISC is truly a paradise for teenagers. With fun and engaging Spanish
classes, a thrilling variety of sports to choose from, and an inviting
community of friends and staff from around the world. ISC not only
helped me improve my language skills, but also allowed me to evolve
week stay, but here I am, two years later and still talking to dozens of
friends from every corner of the globe. ISC is a place for everyone and I
am counting the days until I could come back! The best time of my life
was at ISC!
Ben 15, New Jersey

Best two weeks of my
with
the best
crew
and met
so many
people!!
Inlife
ISC
camp
we
make
your
laugh
a
Hope to be back next year and see everyone. Spanish lessons were the
little louder,
your smile a little brighter
best and can really see an improvement!

and your summer time a little better.
Flavia 15, Monaco
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knowing anyone there. When I arrived, I instantly felt welcomed and at
home. The monitors are like our family, they always made sure that we
were happy, safe and well. They directly introduced me to everyone and
were here for me anytime. I had such a fun time at ISC, we were doing
really fun activities and sports all while learning spanish and discovering
the spanish culture! At the end of my stay, I did not want to leave so
i kept in mind that I was going to come back the year after that! The
second year at ISC, I was not the only one to go back. I saw my old friends
again but also made new long lasting friendships! I was so happy to see
It’s like a home away from home!! I am so glad I got to experience it
Mariam 15, Beirut
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Accommodation

ISC Campus is equipped with the best facilities and is
located in Alicante in the south-east of Spain right next
to the University of Alicante, surrounded by nature, and
it covers an area of more than 27,000 square metres.
Furthermore, ISC’s campus brings added value to all of
our students due to the quality service it provides. The
fully furnished room includes:
· Fully equipped en-suite bathroom.
· Telephone (incoming calls)
· Free internet access
· Air conditioning
· TV connection
· Kitchen with fridge, microwave, sink and

ISC’s campus is brilliantly located and due to its
proximity to the motorway, all the main towns in the
area are easily accessible.

Distances from ISC’s
campus:
·
·
·
·
·

University: 100 metres
Alicante city centre: 5 minutes by car
Beaches: 10 minutes by car
Airport: 7 minutes by car
Terra Mítica Theme Park: 42 kilometres

Shopping and
Leisure:
· McDonalds: 600 metres
· Decathlon: 700 metres
· Carrefour: 500 metres
· Shopping centre: 500 metres (Shops, restaurants,
a cinema)
Incafés
ISCand
camp
we make your laugh a

little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
See a video of our
accommodation

ISC Spain, promises to their students an unforgettable summer.
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Some Videos

We, ISC Spain, are a Big Family.

Press play to go
to the video.

Both students and monitors have fun together
doing plenty of activities and creating unique and
unforgettable moments. Our staff focuses on the
comfort and adaptation of each student making easy for
them to improve their social skills. We are an ideal camp
to relax and inspire. You will always be accompanied by
the best people you can meet!

ISC a place to be, a place to remember, a place to return.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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Phone: (+34) 966449904
C/ La Serreta 4, 03660
Novelda (Alicante, España)
Web: www.iscspain.com
Email: info@iscspain.com

Click on the icons to go to social networks.

In ISC camp we make your laugh a
little louder, your smile a little brighter
and your summer time a little better.
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